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ABSTRACT

This study serves as an initial inquiry regarding the early print knowledge of emergent bilingual preschool-age children living in an Indigenous community in Mexico. In this research, we examine various dimensions of print knowledge with Yucatec Maya–Spanish bilingual children for whom one of their languages (Yucatec Maya) is seldom seen in print forms in mainstream classrooms and curricula. A total of 84 emergent bilingual children were assessed in their Yucatec Maya and Spanish on measures of alphabet knowledge (i.e. letter names and sounds), name writing, and concepts of print. Results were analyzed and compared between languages, showing that the children demonstrated modest levels of print knowledge on all measures. Whereas the emergent bilingual children in this study performed significantly better in Spanish than Yucatec Maya on all indices of print knowledge, this investigation provides insights into how these children may concurrently develop print-related skills in interrelated ways across languages. Implications of these findings are outlined.
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Introduction

A growing body of research on children’s emergent literacy development has underscored the importance of skills that precede and develop into conventional literacy skills (e.g. decoding, reading comprehension, writing), which typically begin to display themselves during the years leading up to the end of preschool (see National Early Literacy Panel 2009). For instance, two-year-old children are observed producing written marks that they contend have meaning (Rowe 2008), and by four years of age many children are able to write their own name (Cabell et al. 2009). Precursor literacy skills, such as print knowledge awareness and phonological awareness, are considered critical in supporting children’s transition to reading and also minimizing individual differences in later reading achievement (Lonigan, Burgess and Anthony 2000; Whitehurst and Lonigan 1998). Given that children are met with a transitional period upon attending early childhood programs and entering formal elementary school environments, improved understanding of children’s emergent literacy skills could enable us to learn more about performance gaps existing in children’s literacy acquisition in the classroom. Furthermore, assessing these skills could help to examine the extent to which children have acquired critical precursor literacy skills but also to evaluate the opportunities (e.g. print available in their environment, experiences with shared book readings) afforded to learners to develop this knowledge.
A considerable volume of research has shown that children’s early knowledge about print is a particularly important aspect of emergent literacy development, corresponding to children’s developing knowledge about the forms and functions of print (e.g. Chaney 1992; Piasta et al. 2012; Storch and Whitehurst 2002; also, see National Early Literacy Panel 2009), with much of this work involving monolingual children. Although much research has converged on the importance of early print-related knowledge to later literacy with monolingual populations (e.g. Piasta et al. 2012; Storch and Whitehurst 2002), a dearth of information is available relating to the acquisition of print knowledge among emergent bilingual children whose linguistic experiences and levels of exposure to print differ across their two languages. For instance, we have little understanding of the nature of bilingual children’s print knowledge with respect to whether its dimensions develop concurrently across languages. Additionally, much less is known about the acquisition of print knowledge among emergent bilingual children who are raised in communities in which print resources are fairly scarce. To date, studies of print-knowledge development in young children, even those who are bilingual, largely concern children raised in print-rich homes and communities where there are abundant opportunities for children to develop their knowledge about print (Neuman and Celano 2011; Neuman and Roskos 1993). In this study, we contribute to the literature on emergent literacy development by examining the print knowledge of emergent bilingual (Yucatec Maya/Spanish) Indigenous children who live in a remote, rural community and for whom one of their languages (Maya) is seldom seen in print forms in mainstream classrooms and curricula.

**Developing print knowledge**

Young children’s developing knowledge of print involves several preparatory skills that eventually lead to underlying understandings of how print is organized and how it functions. This includes word awareness and print awareness. The former, word awareness, refers to children’s developing understanding of the written units that make up words (letters, in English and other alphabetic languages) as well as the understanding that written words map to spoken words. The latter, print awareness, refers to children’s use of written language to communicate and their understanding of a variety of basic concepts about print, such as directionality of reading and writing. To assess children’s development of both word and print awareness, children are typically given tasks in which they are asked to recognize and produce printed letters and familiar words (i.e. through speaking or writing) found in environmental print (Adams 1990), identify and discuss specific print concepts (e.g. pointing to the title of a book and representing the difference between words and images on a page; see Clay 1979 and Snow and Ninio 1986).

It is well understood that experiences in print-based interactions (i.e. explicit as well as without direct instruction) advance children’s knowledge of written forms and support their development of metalinguistic insights relating to print, deemed necessary for conventional reading and writing behaviors (Ferreiro and Teberosky 1982; Kabuto 2011). Studies have shown that children’s home literacy experiences relate to their acquisition of print knowledge, highlighting the importance of how involved parents are in their children’s reading activities (Petrill et al. 2005); the frequency with which children encounter books and are read to (Sénéchal et al. 1998), and the overall quality of their shared reading experiences with their caregivers (McGinty and Justice 2009). Put differently, much of what is learned regarding print emerges prior to formal reading instruction through a learner’s engagement with written language in their environment as well as the opportunities for print-related, adult-mediated interactions in order to develop knowledge of the symbolic forms and functions of written language (Storch and Whitehurst 2002; Whitehurst and Lonigan 1998). Through such incidental exposure and explicit attention to print, children at the presymbolic stage (i.e. wherein children’s writing consists of unconventional written forms) gradually learn to differentiate, separate and combine letters to form words. Through this process, children gain an understanding that these units encode spoken language and carry meaning, and internalize knowledge about the ways in
which print sources are organized (Justice and Ezell 2001; Justice et al. 2009; Kabuto 2011; Neuman and Celano 2001).

**Concurrent development of print knowledge in two languages**

Emergent bilingual children are learners with varying degrees of proficiency in two languages due to their diverse experiences in their homes, communities, and schools and naturally use their existing bilingual resources to support learning across their languages (García, Kleifgen and Falchi 2008). In the same vein, previous literature shows how through the phenomenon of transfer emergent bilingual children’s experiences with either language can promote the development of and proficiency in skills underlying both languages (Cummins 1981; Fitzgerald 1995). Research on cross-language transfer – with considerable attention focused on transfer of phonological skills – has found that certain literacy skills are based in common processes and thus can smoothly transfer across languages (Cisero and Royer 1995; Durgunoglu, Nagy, and Hancin-Bhatt 1993). Studies focusing specifically on transfer of print-related skills (Bialystok 1997; Verhoeven and Aarts 1998) suggest that bilingual children use their knowledge of speech–print relationships in one language to advance their learning in a second language across similar and different writing systems (Bialystok and Luk 2007; McBride-Chang and Treiman 2003). With this in mind, Bialystok and Luk (2007) propose that certain print-related skills (e.g. understandings of the symbolic function of print) are universal in the development of literacy and foundational for reading regardless of writing systems (i.e. alphabetic and non-alphabetic).

There are specialized language-learning mechanisms that require specialized knowledge and are resultantly language-dependent, such as learning the nature of the orthography for a particular language (Perfetti 2003). Learning to read in two languages that differ in levels of orthographic depth – the degree to which pronunciation is assembled from known sound–symbol associations – may require different processes (Ellis et al. 2004; Katz and Frost 1992). As Katz and Frost (1992) indicate, languages sharing similarly shallow orthographies, for which sound–symbol correspondence is more direct, should be easier to read using word-recognition processes as they may share similar phonological encoding processes. As such, learning Maya, which has a less consistent orthography than Spanish due to greater articulation variances, may require additional attention to these variations. Although certain letter forms found in Spanish comprise a large proportion of the Maya alphabet, articulation variances mainly lie in the number of vowels between both languages, with the Maya alphabet exceeding Spanish. For instance, the Maya alphabet distinctly uses diacritics with vowels (a’, e’, i’, o’, u’), and it also includes two contiguous vowels (aa, ee, ii, oo, uu) without diacritics to represent long vowels with low tone; with diacritics to represent long vowels with an ascending tone (aa’, ee’, ii’, oo’, uu’); or with diacritics to represent intermediate glottalized and rearticulated vowels (a’aa, e’ee, i’ii, o’oo, u’uu). Additionally, in Maya, glottalized consonants, or ejectives, are represented by the addition of a diacritic (ch’, k’, p’, t’, ts’). Maya also uses the letter X with greater frequency than Spanish, often appearing in initial and final positions of words. On the other hand, certain letters are generally considered borrowings from the Spanish alphabet (d, c, ch, f, g, h, ll, ñ, q, v), and the letter R is less frequently used in Maya words, as it only appears in the medial position (e.g. p’urux, turix).

There is very little understanding of how emergent bilingual children develop the various dimensions of print knowledge (i.e. letter names and sounds, name writing, and print and word awareness (PWA), particularly for those children reared in contexts in which there is little opportunity to engage in print-related activities at home and in the community in one or both of their languages. For instance, it is not clear whether children who are reared in contexts in which there are few print-related resources, deemed critical mechanisms for promoting children’s knowledge about print, will develop any knowledge about print prior to formal reading instruction. Neuman and Celano (2001), who described the vast differences in print resources between two low-income communities and two high-income communities in the USA, suggested that being reared in areas with scarce print resources
resources could have profound implications for children’s early literacy development. At the same
time, it is also unclear whether emergent bilingual children develop print knowledge simultaneously
across both languages, potentially due to transfer, or rather a different pattern is observed, particu-
larly when print-related resources in one of their two languages are very scarce. The present study
serves to speak directly to these issues by exploring knowledge about print in two languages for chil-
dren reared in an Indigenous community with relatively low levels of print-related resources.

**Language and literacy development in an indigenous community**

The present work was conducted in an Indigenous community in Mexico in which both Maya and
Spanish are widely spoken. Maya is the second most widely used Indigenous language in Mexico,
with 759,000 speakers nationwide mostly found in the Yucatán Peninsula (Instituto Nacional de Esta-
dística y Geografía 2010). Although the Mexican government officially recognized 68 Indigenous
languages as national languages and proposes to promote bilingual and intercultural education (Ley General de Derechos Lingüísticos de los Pueblos Indígenas [General Law on Linguistic Rights
of Indigenous Peoples] 2003), Indigenous children commonly attend schools in which Spanish is pre-
dominantly used during literacy-learning activities (Azuara and Reyes 2011; Despagne 2013). Accord-
ingly, with relatively few print resources in Maya coupled with limited language and literacy-learning
experiences in the classroom in their home language, Maya speakers generally depend on oral tra-
dition and interaction outside of school to preserve their home language (Coronado Suzán 1992;
Hamel 2001).

Even though there is a scarcity of print in schools where Maya is used, efforts are made by those
in Maya-speaking communities to expand the functional domains of the language beyond more
familiar contexts and into conventional literacy (Pellicer Ugalde 1997). To this point, it must be
noted that Maya originally used a polyvalent, glyphic writing system, employing both logographic
and syllabic elements. The current writing system, however, derives from a Latin-based script
imposed by non-native groups after Spanish colonialism in the sixteenth century and, therefore,
may not adequately represent the Maya language as it does for western European languages,
from which the phonemic alphabetic writing system evolved (Brody 2004; Restall 1997). Currently,
the Latin-based Maya alphabet is the only writing system that is widely in use and ongoing
efforts to standardize the language have been made through recent publication of various diction-
aries recording the Maya alphabet and lexical items, with several highlighting dialectal variations
of Maya (e.g. Barrera Vásquez 1980; Bastarrachea Manzano and Canto Rosado 2003; Bricker, Po’ot Yah,
and Dzul de Po’ot 1998). However, there are still ongoing politico-ideological debates about the
acceptable written forms of the Maya language among its users (Brody 2004; Guerrettaz 2013,
2015). More recently though, the National Institute of Indigenous Languages (Instituto Nacional
de Lenguas Indígenas 2014) synthesized the principles, rules and conventions through collaborative
efforts between various institutions and Maya speakers in order to achieve consensus on the accep-
table standards of written Maya, which will inform decisions about the use of Maya in texts for bilin-
gual education in Yucatán state.

Although Indigenous languages are widely used in oral interaction and there are increasing efforts
to standardize and make their writing systems more accessible, many contend that assimilationist
educational policies continue to be principally designed and centralized in Mexico City (see Azuara
and Reyes 2011; Hamel 2001). The federal agency known as La Secretaría de Educación Publica (i.
e. Ministry of Education) designs curriculum as well as hires, trains, and assigns teachers to teaching
positions with little attention to the cultural and linguistic needs of Indigenous children (Brambila-
Rojo 2004; Faudree 2013; Fierro Evans and Rojo Pons 2012). In the same vein, the language policies
implemented by the central Mexican government divert attention from the role of systemic factors
that contribute to the academic challenges (e.g. lack of culturally responsive instruction and shortage
of print resources in children’s home languages) faced by Indigenous children (Azuara and Reyes
Typically underrepresented in second language research, Indigenous populations in Mexico and in other countries disproportionately face many of the challenges encountered by bilingual learners, such as low proficiency and academic achievement as well as a mismatch between instruction and the sociocultural, linguistic, and educational needs (Bertely Busquets and Gonzalez Apodaca 2003; Hamel 2008; Scanlon and Lezama-Morfín 1982). Assessing emergent literacy skills in the multiple languages spoken by children in Indigenous communities, as we do in this study, could more wholly depict and contribute to understandings of the extent of their exposure to and knowledge about print regardless of the predominating language of instruction. In so doing, this study aims to explore the extent to which preschoolers in a Maya community have begun to familiarize themselves with important elements of the reading process, particularly their learning about print in the preschool years prior to formal reading instruction.

No research of which we are aware has been conducted to investigate the extent of print knowledge that Indigenous, emergent bilingual populations have acquired in their two languages, despite the expectedly uneven exposure to print they experience in both languages in formal classroom settings and even within the community. Regarding the former point, we noted previously that in Mexico, where this study took place, the majority of classroom instruction (in children’s preschools) relies on Spanish, and the majority of instructional materials are in Spanish as well. For the latter, while children are exposed to Maya within the home and community as an oral register, there are scarce print materials available in Maya. Thus, in this study we also extend our understanding of emergent bilinguals’ print knowledge when exposure to the written forms in their two languages is uneven. The research aims addressed were twofold: (1) to describe print knowledge among Yucatec Maya–Spanish bilingual children in order to determine the extent to which print knowledge appears to develop prior to reading development in this unique context, thus providing possible further evidence of its cognitive universality and (2) to describe inter-relations among children’s print knowledge specific to Spanish and Maya, so as to explore whether dimensions of print knowledge may represent language-independent skills.

**Method**

**Design**

The study is a descriptive, cross-sectional study that investigated emergent bilingual children’s print-knowledge skills in Maya and Spanish. We used inferential statistics to examine and make judgments about children’s understandings in both languages on the various dimensions of print knowledge, which include letter-sound, letter-name, PWA, and name writing. We conducted t-tests to compare the mean scores of each measure in children’s two languages. Subsequently, we conducted correlational analyses to determine the cross-language relationships between Maya and Spanish print-knowledge outcomes.

**Site of research**

This study was conducted in a small, rural Maya community with a relatively homogenous cultural and linguistic population living in Yucatán state in southeastern Mexico. The children in this study were enrolled in a local, collaborating government-run preschool program, serving children between the ages of three and five years, with an unstructured language policy. In Mexico, teachers with less seniority may be assigned to rural areas, traveling long distances outside their own localities. As reported by school administrators through informal conversations, all teachers, non-native to the community, were designated to the school with very limited knowledge of the Maya written system. In all, there were eight Maya–Spanish bilingual teachers. The bilingual teachers reported showing a preference for Spanish when delivering instruction, with the exception of one teacher who regularly used Maya. Through our observations and informal conversations with teachers and administrators,
we learned that most printed materials available to teachers were in Spanish, which including state-sanctioned textbooks and a small collection of trade books (approximately 25 books in Spanish only across classrooms). There were few print displays around these classrooms, and they typically included the Spanish alphabet. Children’s written work primarily consisted of decontextualized activities in the form of letter-tracing tasks.

Within the community in which the study took place, there were relatively few print-related materials outside of children’s classrooms. An evaluation of community-level print resources conducted using procedures described in Neuman and Celano (2001) showed these to be scant. A walk-through the town center found no literacy-related print materials available for children to purchase or borrow, with the exception of a small collection of heavily used and weathered children’s books (mostly nonfiction in Spanish) for borrow from the town library. The most prevalent print resource in the community was graffiti, which was abundant. Mostly, graffiti was in Spanish. Finally, within the children’s homes, and as based on parental report obtained via questionnaire, the mean number of books available was 0 (range 0–3). Religious texts, albeit rare, were generally the only Maya print resources available at children’s homes.

**Study population**

This investigation was part of a larger project examining children’s emergent literacy skills over time as a function of their caregivers’ participation in a series of collaborative workshops that promoted shared book reading, which were led by trained educators and parents from a nonprofit organization in Yucatán that provides ongoing literacy support services to preschools in surrounding Indigenous communities. Participation in the larger study was open to caregivers with children who attended the community preschool and were between the ages of 3 and 5. All data for the present study were collected before the book-reading workshops commenced. Data relating to sociodemographic characteristics and language use were obtained through survey method.

Participants were 84 Maya children (41 girls, 43 boys), with a mean age of 59.5 months (SD = 9; Range = 40–70) whose caregivers self-selected into the larger study. Many children resided in traditional Maya households with extended family, and all households were based on subsistence living. The median bi-weekly household income in the present study was less than 1000 Mexican pesos (i.e. equivalent to approximately $65 US).

Table 1 provides additional sociodemographic characteristics of participating children and their caregivers. Notably, the children varied with respect to which language they preferred to use according to caregiver reports. Most families reported using more Maya at home than Spanish (56%), though 30% of families reported using more Spanish at home than Maya. The remaining 15% reported using the same amount of Spanish and Maya at home. The data are consistent with 2010 census data (Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía 2010) indicating that 97.8% of the population in this community aged 3 or more were speakers of Maya. With this in mind, we took a holistic view of bilinguals as individuals with wide repertoires of language practices that use their available languages for a variety of purposes across different contexts. As such, we consider participants in this study to be emergent bilingual children due to their overall linguistic exposure and experiences across home, school, and community contexts (García, Kleifgen and Falchi 2008).

**Procedures and instruments**

Children were individually administered a set of five print-knowledge measures by a trained, Maya–Spanish bilingual research assistant. The children were given letter-name, letter-sound, and PWA assessments in Maya and Spanish as well as a name-writing task. These tasks derive from the Spanish version of the Phonological Awareness Literacy Screening-PreK (PALS Español; Ford and Invernizzi 2009) subtests and were also adapted into Maya-language versions. Maya–Spanish bilingual research assistants piloted all assessments with children from the same preschool setting...
where this investigation took place in order to understand how participants might interpret instructions or questions. All assessments were administered individually with the child in two separate sessions at their preschool in order to counterbalance order effects of language. The order in which the language of a set of assessments was administered was selected at random for each child.

**Letter-name and letter-sound identification**

Two charts representing 29 and 42 letters of the Spanish and Maya alphabet, respectively, were prepared. The children were first shown the chart representing letters in a fixed, random order in one language and were asked to name each target letter and subsequently identify the associated letter sound. The same procedures were followed in the other language. Aware that certain letters represent more than one phoneme in Spanish (i.e. the letter C sounds like /s/ in cerdo or /k/ in carro; the letter G sounds like /x/ in girita or /g/ in grande), we accepted either letter sound as a correct response in the letter-sound task. Children’s responses were scored as incorrect or correct (i.e. 0 or 1) for both measures.

**Print and word awareness**

The PWA subtests were administered in Spanish and Maya. Children were presented with a short, narrative text following the story of Tito, Tito Colorito in Spanish (Ford and Invernizzi 2009) and an adapted version of the story in Maya titled Mukuy, Mukuy, designed and back translated with the help of a Maya–Spanish bilingual research assistant. Several tasks examining PWA were embedded throughout the storybook read aloud by the examiner. The examiner provided instructions for four items relating to print awareness (e.g. ‘Follow the text with your finger from left to right’; ‘Find the letter A’) and six items relating to word awareness (e.g. ‘Point to the each word in the title’; ‘Point out the word colorito’). The word awareness subtest assesses the following skills: (1) identifying words in a title of a story; (2) identifying words embedded the context of a story; (3) pointing word-by-word; (4) identifying two identical words; (5) differentiating long and short words; and 6) identifying a space between words. The print awareness subtest assesses the following: (1) identifying the title of a book; (2) recognizing print directionality; (3) differentiating print versus pictures; and (4) identifying letters. Each item was scored as 0 for incorrect and 1 for correct.
Name writing
The examiner requested that children draw a self-portrait and write their name on a sheet of paper on the name-writing task. Scores were given based on a continuum of 0–8, which ranges from an unconventional representation (e.g., using scribbles) that combines both their written name and self-portrait to a conventional representation in which their name is written using conventional forms with no backwards letters and a picture that appears separately.

Results
Descriptive statistics of children’s raw scores for the study measures are displayed in Table 2. An inferential analysis of the data indicates that there were individual differences among the children, and that at least modest levels of print knowledge in both languages were exhibited among this sample. Our analysis revealed that children showed better performance in Spanish than Maya for indices of PWA ($t = 3.56$, $p = .001$), letter-name knowledge ($t = 4.09$, $p < .001$), and letter-sound knowledge ($t = 4.15$, $p < .001$).

Children also showed an emerging knowledge of written representations of their own names as demonstrated on the name-writing task. That is, children’s name writing generally consisted of random letters and symbols. Individual scores on this task ranged from 1 to 6 ($M = 2.99$, $SD = 1.15$), with approximately 30% of the sample being able to correctly write some of the letters associated with their name.

On average, children identified approximately 10% of letter names of the Spanish alphabet whereas they identified 3% of letter names in Maya on the letter-naming task. Individual scores ranged from 0 to 24 ($M = 2.85$, $SD = 3.69$) and 0–9 ($M = 1.37$, $SD = 2.08$) in the Spanish- and Maya-language tasks, respectively. Similarly, children named 10% of letter sounds for Spanish and 3% of letter sounds in Maya. Their scores ranged from 0 to 25 ($M = 3.81$, $SD = 3.81$) and 0–10 ($M = 2.11$, $SD = 2.11$), respectively. Unlike their performance on the letter-name and letter-sound tasks in Maya for which they demonstrated an emerging knowledge, their performance on the Spanish letter-name and letter-sound tasks showed more variation. Notably, few children obtained a percentage correct of greater than 50% on these tasks, demonstrating high levels of skill, which was more widely seen on the Spanish measures. Most children performed with low levels of skill (i.e., percentage correct of fewer than 10%).

As a whole, children’s performance on the PWA tasks appeared relatively comparable in both languages, responding correctly to 25% and 32% of total items on average during the Maya and Spanish language tasks, respectively. As noted in Table 2, their scores ranged from 0 to 7 ($M = 2.51$, $SD = 1.34$) in the Maya language task and 0–8 ($M = 3.18$, $SD = 1.74$) in the Spanish language task. In other words, their accuracy on these tasks ranged from 0% to 70% ($SD = 13%$) on the Maya task and 0% to 80% ($SD = 17%$) on the Spanish task. Even though children demonstrated a slightly better understanding on the Spanish PWA task, they tended to have similar levels of PWA in Maya, with less variation around the mean score on the Maya PWA task.

Table 3 details the children’s accuracy on individual items relating to print awareness (i.e., knowledge of print concepts) and word awareness tasks administered in Maya and Spanish. Inferential

Table 2. Descriptive data for main study measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Print and word awareness</th>
<th>Letter-name knowledge</th>
<th>Letter-sound knowledge</th>
<th>Name writing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>Maya</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>Maya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Points possible</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SD$</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0–8</td>
<td>0–7</td>
<td>0–24</td>
<td>0–9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
statistical analyses of children’s performance suggest that a modest proportion of children showed an emerging knowledge of speech–print relationships as they identified broader linguistic units. More specifically, participants were generally able to discriminate single distinct units of meaning across both languages, with more than 25% of children locating the title, discriminating between separate words in a title, differentiating between short and long words, and finding words that looks similar. However, when asked to identify words individually as the words were read aloud in the context of the story by the examiner, there were slightly fewer correct respondents on this task. Children were less likely to respond correctly when identifying individual letters and spaces in between words, with approximately 10–15% of children answering correctly on these tasks in both languages.

Results also demonstrated that these preschoolers’ accuracy on tasks relating to concepts of print varied by task and language. Generally speaking, slightly more than 20% of children were able to correctly answer to questions relating to the locations of the book title and where one begins to read in one of their two languages. Notably, nearly 40% of children knew the direction in which text is read in Spanish, whereas only 17.2% of children responded correctly to the same instructions delivered in Maya.

**Correlations between Maya and Spanish skills**

To address the second research question about the inter-relationships between languages, bivariate Pearson correlations among all print-knowledge measures shown in Table 4 were used. Several important observations were obtained. Maya letter-name knowledge was significantly correlated with Spanish letter-name knowledge, Spanish letter-sound knowledge, and Spanish PWA ($r = .46$, $r = .47$, $r = .30$, respectively; all $ps < 0.01$). Similarly, Maya letter-sound knowledge showed a strong, positive cross-language relationship with measures of Spanish letter-name and letter-sound knowledge ($r = .56$, $r = .57$, respectively; all $ps < 0.05$) as well as a moderate, positive relationship with PWA in Spanish ($r = .30$, $p < .01$). Additionally, PWA in Maya showed a weak, positive cross-language relationship with Spanish letter-name and letter-sound knowledge ($r = .24$, $r = .24$, respectively; all $ps < 0.05$), but there was a strong positive relationship with Spanish PWA ($r = .40$, $p < 0.01$).

### Table 3. Percentage of children knowing 10 print and word concepts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Maya</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Word awareness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Identify each word in title</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Identify words in story context</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Word-by-word pointing</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Identify two identical words</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Differentiate long and short words</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Identify space between words</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Print awareness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Title of book</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Print directionality</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Print versus pictures</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Letters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Bivariate correlations among print knowledge measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Maya letter-name knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td>.92**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Maya letter-sound knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.36**</td>
<td>.31**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Maya print word awareness</td>
<td>.46**</td>
<td>.56**</td>
<td>.24*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Spanish letter-name knowledge</td>
<td>.47**</td>
<td>.57**</td>
<td>.24*</td>
<td>.97**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Spanish letter-sound knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.40**</td>
<td>.42**</td>
<td>.44**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Spanish print word awareness</td>
<td>.30**</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>.40**</td>
<td>.42**</td>
<td>.44**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Name writing</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>.22*</td>
<td>.32**</td>
<td>.30**</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $p < .05$.

** $p < .01$.  

---
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Discussion

The research questions called for an examination of the emergent literacy skills of three- to five-year-old Indigenous, emergent bilingual children in a rural community in the state of Yucatán in Mexico. This investigation provides initial insights into how bilingual preschool-age children, particularly those who are under-served and under-researched, may respond to tasks assessing print-related skills in their two languages. This research helps to advance our understandings of emergent bilingual children’s developing print knowledge across their two languages prior to encountering wider print-related experiences, adding support to the premise that aspects of print knowledge may be language-independent and cognitive universals for reading development.

Development of print knowledge among indigenous, bilingual learners

As demonstrated in this study, the emergent bilingual children exhibited individual differences across the various dimensions of print knowledge and between their two languages, revealed by their varying levels of performance on the various print-related tasks (i.e. letter name and sound knowledge; PWA) within their two languages. More specifically, the children demonstrated significantly higher levels of skill in all indices of print knowledge during the Spanish- over the Maya-language tasks at these very early stages of formal instruction. The unevenness in performance between their two languages perhaps uncovers critical aspects of their language and literacy-learning experiences. Furthermore, as noted by our observations of print in the school and the surrounding community, children’s knowledge of print may also reflect the disproportionate exposure to Spanish versus Maya print resources in school and out-of-school contexts (also cited in Pfeiler 1998). Although the majority of children come from a home where Maya is predominantly used (Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía 2010), participants’ greater knowledge in Spanish may be indicative of the extent to which instruction was centered on supporting Spanish language development (Azuara and Reyes 2011; Despagne 2013; Hamel 2001), with less support for Maya. An additional supposition may be that although both Spanish and Maya follow the alphabetic principle and are fairly transparent languages, children may require greater phonemic sensitivity in order to differentiate between a greater number of vowels (i.e. long vowels; long vowels with ascending tone; and glottalized/rearticulated vowels) and consonants (i.e. glottalized consonants), thereby representing a less consistent orthography and more phonemes to learn in Maya (see Pollard-Durodola and Simmons 2009).

Through this initial examination in an Indigenous community, our findings offer support to the assumption that dimensions of print knowledge are cognitive universals (Bialystok and Luk 2007). A point substantiated by our results is that these children – living in a community where oral interaction is the prevailing means of communication, learning, and cultural and historical revitalization – were able to make certain metalinguistic judgments regarding the discrete nature of written language by identifying the forms in and functions of print. This was shown by the emergence of children’s print knowledge, which developed well in advance of conventional reading in their two languages even when those experiences were constrained by the quantity and quality of print sources in their environment. This outcome lends further support to the notion that aspects relating to print may thus be similarly rooted in the general cognitive mechanisms found across monolingual and multilingual learners alike. As shown in this study, emergent bilingual children more readily developed certain language-independent, cognitive mechanisms that underlie both their languages. In particular, their metalinguistic insights about print as exhibited on multiple items found on the PWA measure varied across their languages. In contrast, they showed better performance on measures of alphabet knowledge (i.e. letter names and sounds) in Spanish. With this in mind, the uniform disproportion in children’s alphabet knowledge may denote the language-dependent ways children acquire orthographic information. As described by Katz and Frost (1992), language learners require specialized knowledge about the orthography of a language based on how the script (i.e. the written forms) relates to the structure of that language. As such, this research adds to a growing
body of literature on how young children’s emergent literacy systematically takes shape with learners of one or more languages (Bialystok, McBridge-Chang, and Luk 2005; Buckwalter and Yi-Hsuan 2002; Goswami, Porpodas, Wheelwright 1997; Leong and Joshi 1997; Wimmer and Goswami 1994), particularly broadening our knowledge of bilingual learners who are learning an Indigenous language concurrently with a majority language.

**Cross-language relationships of print knowledge**

Although children’s performance on the print knowledge measures was significantly different in their two languages, our correlational analyses provide preliminary understandings of the cross-language relationships concerning print knowledge. The findings suggest that print-related skills in both Maya and Spanish are related for emergent bilingual learners in this community and provide an initial look into how the same (e.g. letter-name knowledge in Maya and Spanish) and construct-related skills (e.g. letter-name knowledge in Maya and print word awareness in Spanish) may concurrently develop in interrelated ways across languages. Thus, the findings in this study reveal important aspects of emergent bilingual children’s acquisition of precursor literacy skills. As showcased by the emergent bilinguals in this study, their developing print knowledge, namely alphabet knowledge, concepts of print, and name writing, emerged in spite of the restricted opportunities to explore print throughout their daily lives. Given the relatively fewer print sources found in classrooms with the Indigenous, bilingual population under investigation, our results suggest that these children demonstrated early yet substantial understandings about the nature of print, possibly a result of their collected experiences with print that traverse the home, school, and community contexts. As indicated in several studies, children who encounter print from a variety of sources and contexts use those experiences to autonomously hypothesize about the functions of print (Clay 1972; Goodman 1986). The findings of this exploratory study provide initial evidence that children may engage in autonomous, incremental learning of written language while living in a community with restricted print sources.

Although this study provides a preliminary, cross-sectional view of children’s print knowledge living in a rural, Indigenous community, we observed patterns in their overall development that correspond to previous research with non-Indigenous, monolingual children in urban settings (Hiebert 1981; Justice and Ezell 2001; Lomax and McGee 1987; Sulzby and Teale 1985; Weaver 1988), suggesting that their print knowledge may follow a gradual progression with certain aspects mastered in advance of others. For instance, we noted that the Indigenous, emergent bilingual children in this study demonstrated greater skill in discriminating broader features of print (e.g. locating the title, differentiating between big words) rather than discerning finer features of print (e.g. identifying letters and spaces between words), which is in alignment with existing studies conducted with monolingual children in urban settings (Badian 2000; Justice and Ezell 2001). The findings in this study showcase how even with relatively fewer opportunities to engage with print, the emergent bilingual children in this study followed a similar progression in their print-knowledge while acquiring interrelated, modest levels of knowledge in both languages.

Currently, there is a dearth of research on how emergent literacy advances among bilingual populations, particularly for those whose home language may differ from the predominating language used in school. However, there is an expanding literature demonstrating children’s early experiences in one language can affect the course of reading development in a second language (Dickinson et al. 2004; Ziegler et al. 2010). As such, this study uniquely adds to the literature by pointing to issues of cultural and linguistic revitalization with Indigenous, bilingual populations, providing insights into how to more effectively implement bilingual education in Indigenous communities. More specifically, this research informs researchers on the ways literacy skills similarly develop in bilingual learners’ languages, which may coexist but carry out different functions as a result of societal dynamics (i.e. referred to as functional diglossia; Hidalgo 2006).
Limitations and future directions

Whereas this study provides a base for future research in print knowledge with Indigenous, emergent bilingual children, there are several limitations to this study. It is important to note that the Maya community described in this research has generally relied on oral-based information literacy and are emerging as a reading culture. With this in mind, there is an expectation that the bilingual population under investigation would have fewer print-related experiences, especially for those living in a culture whose written system is relatively new and was imposed by a non-native group. This work therefore may not wholly reflect the competencies relating to literacy of children living in a community wherein oral communication is privileged above written language in out-of-school contexts.

Given the under-researched context of this investigation, the measures in this study may require further revision. Previous rules and conventions around Maya have been proposed and orthographic variations persist within Maya-speaking communities (Brody 2004). With new rules and conventions of written Maya that may potentially inform future decisions of bilingual language use in Yucatán schools (Instituto Nacional de Lenguas Indígenas 2014), it is also still uncertain whether these standards will take hold. As such, future studies should consider including older variant graphs, not used in this study, to examine children’s print knowledge as they are recognized by many Maya-language users (Brody 2004). Additionally, the measures in this study were not empirically scrutinized in terms of their psychometric quality. That is, future studies should consider the predictive and concurrent validity of measures of print knowledge with other measures of emergent literacy with this population. As such, children’s performance should be perceived as informal indices of their skills and viewed in the context of this very unique linguistic and cultural environment rather than comparing these results to the performance levels of non-Indigenous, monolingual populations.

An additional limitation is that our work did not investigate the role that instruction had on children’s print-knowledge acquisition. Rather, the findings in this initial inquiry mainly aimed to represent the knowledge differentials and relationships between two languages in order to inform our initial understandings of children’s knowledge across various dimensions of print, with the potential to depict children’s uneven exposure to print. Thus, it would be helpful to further investigate the nature of instruction in these classrooms, perhaps using qualitative methods that may reveal the nuances of classroom practices supporting print-knowledge development (see Guerrettaz 2013, 2015 for ethnographic studies on Yucatec Maya language revitalization pedagogy). It is thus important to note that future research around children’s acquisition of print knowledge should be represented more holistically and should account for the distributive nature of bilingual children’s knowledge across their languages rather than within separate, binary entities.

To conclude, the findings in the present study have practical implications for developing print knowledge with bilingual children, particularly those reared in Indigenous communities. Typically, Indigenous children are expected to forego the use of their home language as they advance through their formal instruction, in part due to the limited resources in their Indigenous language. Notwithstanding the limited opportunities for exposure to and use of print in an Indigenous language, they may begin to exhibit comparable levels of print knowledge in both languages when their Indigenous language serves greater and differentiated written language functions. Through the provision of print resources in both languages, Indigenous, emergent bilingual children may be afforded wider opportunities to learn the different language-specific skills that may be needed even when learning to read, especially in two closely related written systems. As a result, these print-rich experiences may provide windows of opportunity to build on the shared phonological and orthographic mechanisms of children’s two languages and to develop precursor skills that are universal to reading.

Notes

1. The terms Yucatec Maya and Maya are used interchangeably to describe the Indigenous language widely spoken in the state of Yucatán, Mexico. As such, the term Maya will be used hereafter.
2. *Indigenous* is capitalized as it refers to a people (e.g. Indians of the Americas) and legitimizes a cultural group and their minority languages (Greymorning 2010).

3. The digraphs (ch) and (ll), indicating the consonantal sounds as /tʃ/ and /ʎ/, respectively, for many Spanish speakers are considered part of the alphabet, although larger organizations promoting linguistic unity, such as the Real Academia Española, have ruled them out and instead alphabetized them under C and L.
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